Stem Cell Infusion Facial
Signs of Aging Collection
Level 2: Advanced Therapy
Recommended For:
All skin types showing signs of aging.

Stem Cell Infusion Facial

Menu Treatment Description
This restorative facial gets complexions in touch with their inner porcelain. How? Watch
skin thinning, crisscrossing fine lines and crepe-like texture become a thing of the past.
Exfoliation, treatment mask and serum all feature a potent mélange of bioactive peptides
and allied ingredients that penetrate to where they’re needed to encourage the formation of
new collagen, the skin’s support structure that is the foundation of youthful elasticity. At the
same time, liposome-encapsulated fruit stem cells plus lactic acid deliver a deep infusion
of nourishing hydration. Best done in a series or as a monthly anti-aging maintenance
program as cumulative collagen synthesis builds over time.

Product Overview:

Equipment and Supplies Overview:
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Anti-Aging Cleansing Gel
Soothing Chamomile Eye Makeup Remover
Balancing Tonic
Revitalizing Cream Peel
Hydra Calm Massage Oil
Ultra Peptide Cream Mask
Firming Tri-Peptide Serum
Stem Cell Firming Moisturizer
Collagen Eye Defense
Tinted Moisturizer with SPF 30
Multi Complex Fade Gel (optional)
Crystal C Serum (optional)

Treatment Duration:
60 Minute Spa Advanced Therapy

Cotton Rounds
3 Warm Towels
4x 4 Cotton Squares or Sponges
2 Fan Brushes
Plastic Wrap Strips
Q-tips
High Frequency
Steamer

Cleanse Phase – Time 5-7 minutes
Step 1 Begin facial cleanse while lightly steaming and warming up the skin. Apply Anti-Aging
Cleansing Gel (warm up hands with product by placing hands under steam) cleanse face, neck and
décolleté. Rinse and Remove.
Step 2 Spray a small amount of Soothing Chamomile Eye Makeup Remover on a tissue or
cotton pad and remove eye makeup.
Step 3 Perform second cleanse with Anti-Aging Cleansing Gel, cleanse face, neck and décolleté.
Rinse and remove.
Step 4 Spray Balancing Tonic onto a tissue or cotton pad and then apply to the entire face, neck and
décolleté.
Skin Analysis and Exfoliation Phase – Time 10-15 minutes
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Step 5

Perform Skin Analysis

Step 6 Measure approximately ½ -1 flat teaspoon of Revitalizing Cream Peel depending upon area
to be treated. With a semi-stiff fan brush, thinly apply peel to the face, neck and décolleté. Avoid eye lids or any
other highly sensitive areas. Leave on 2-4 minutes, depending upon skin type then remove with cotton pads,
sponges or towels with water. Client may feel mild tingling initially.
Step 7 Spray Balancing Tonic on a tissue or cotton pad and apply to the skin to restore the skin pH
balance, hydrate and soothe.
Step 8 Perform gentle extractions and High Frequency if needed. LED light therapy may also be used at
this time if desired.
Massage Phase – Time 10 minutes
Step 9 Perform facial massage with Hydra Calm Massage Oil, while lightly steaming the skin if
desired. Apply a very small amount to hands and begin massage. No need to remove all the oil completely
as Hydra Calm Massage Oil is a “breathable” non occlusive massage medium. Tissue off excess if
desired.
Mask Phase – Time 10-15 minutes
Step 10 Apply Ultra Peptide Cream Mask liberally with a fan brush. Leave on for 7-10 minutes.
It is recommended that additional shoulder, neck and/or scalp massage be performed at this time for
approximately 5 minutes while the mask is on the face. Remove with warm towels.
Treat, Moisturize, Protect Phase – Time 3-5 Minutes
Step 11 Apply a small amount of Firming Tri-Peptide Serum to your hands and then massage into
face, neck and décolleté.
Step 12 Apply a small amount of Stem Cell Firming Moisturizer to your hands and then massage
into face, neck and décolleté.
Step 13 Finish Facial with a light application of Collagen Eye Defense around the eye area, and Tinted
Moisturizer SPF 30 to entire face, neck and décolleté.

Retail Follow-Through:
Essential Sensitivity and Redness Kit
Customized Treatment Tips and Add-ons:
For clients experiencing hyperpigmentation:
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To enhance skin brightness, apply Multi-Complex Fade Gel and/or Crystal C Serum in
place of Firming Tri-Peptide Serum.

